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Trombone Gems

By H.A. Vandercook

A collection of trombone solos with piano accompaniment

Include:
- Ruby
- Emerald
- Turquoise
- Garnet
- Topaz
- Opal
- Amethyst
- Sapphire
- Diamond
- Pearl

Download EBook
The popular Trombone Gems by H.A. VanderCook are now combined in this collection. The CD includes a full performance recording for each solo, plus an accompaniment-only recording (David Stout, trombone; Mari Falcone, piano). Contents: Ruby · Emerald · Turquoise · Garnet · Topaz · Opal.
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### Customer Reviews

Nice pieces. Really depends on your skill level, whether this is right for you. When played well, the pieces sound good and are rewarding. I don’t know that they are masterpieces, but that’s just my opinion.

This book has progressive solos for beginning students. It has nice musical taste with modulations and style changes that make the solos very enjoyable to play for a beginner and interesting to listen to for the audience.

My son needed a piece for his sixth grade solo and ensemble. This collection fit the bill perfectly and will last for at least another year or two.

I like the condition and contents of this book.
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